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1. Introduction 
Operation Stack is implemented by Kent Police and other agencies to park (or 

‘stack’) lorries on the M20 when they are unable to cross the English Channel via the 

Channel Tunnel or the Port of Dover.  

 

Operation Stack has four levels depending on the length of delay (and the amount of 

freight traffic) until the resumption of timetabled services. This has led to large 

sections of the M20 being closed for several days and causing widespread disruption 

to motorway traffic and surrounding areas.  

 
During June and July 2015 industrial action and increased levels of migrant activity 

at Calais caused significant disruption to cross-channel services which resulted in 

Operation Stack being used on multiple occasions.  

 

Transport Focus has examined the quality and consistency of online information 

provided to road users during Operation Stack on Wednesday 29 to Friday 31 July 

2015, at which time Operation Stack was implemented as far as Stage 3. To do this 

we monitored key websites and Twitter feeds that provide information to road users, 

including those who actually operate cross-channel services. This document 

illustrates what we found but it does not constitute a definitive guide to all information 

providers. 

 

Transport Focus will discuss these findings with the multiple agencies involved in 

coordinating Operation Stack. We will identify both good and poor practices, as well 

as areas of weakness in the current communications strategy, from a road-user 

perspective.  

 

 

    

 

 



2. Summary  

There appears to be no single official source of information about Operation Stack. 

We have found evidence of links to Highways England on some websites and to 

Kent Police on others. Both these websites do give detailed information but it’s not 

clear which organisation is responsible. Which is the actual source for official 

information?  

 

We found on Kent Police’s website (29 July) that two hours had elapsed since a 

previous update. Even if the information was still accurate, this may have caused 

some users to doubt that it was up to date. However, the wider background 

information relating to Operation Stack was good.  

 

We saw very limited information on cross-channel operators’ websites. One of the 

major ferry operators, P&O, displayed no warnings that Operation Stack was in 

progress on their home page. The same situation was apparent on the DFDS 

Seaways home page and Euro Tunnel (Le Shuttle) home page. However, on each of 

these websites, information regarding Operation Stack was available via the travel 

update pages. From a road user perspective, information and disruption warnings 

were not clear without further site navigation.  

 

We found limited disruption information or warnings on the Port of Dover homepage. 

Information regarding Operation Stack, including links to ferry operators and 

diversion routes for tourist traffic, was available via a press release.  

 

While we did find some information on diversion routes for tourist traffic, there was a 

lack of supplementary maps to aid road users in locating these and their proximity to 

the closed sections of the M20. We also noted there was limited information 

describing traffic flows on the diversion or alternative routes. 

 

We found that operators tended to use Twitter for updates rather than their websites. 

Some operators also had separate Twitter feeds for specific users such as ‘P&O 

Ferries Freight’ and ‘P&O Ferries updates’. However, the Twitter feeds can be easily 

missed if users are quickly searching for information.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3. Areas of good practice 
 
 
Links to Twitter feeds on ‘travel updates’ website pages 

Certain operators such as DFDS Seaways and P&O have embedded their 

respective Twitter feeds on their ‘travel update’ website pages. This allows users to 

view the latest updates and switch to Twitter to find out more. See Figure 4.  

 

 

Traffic England website 

A clear red disruption box of breaking news on the home page. This immediately 

alerts readers to Operation Stack and provides a link to further information. See 

Figures 7 and 8. 

 

  

Kent Police website 

A separate Operation Stack information page which is accessible from the home 

page. The information page has a large black box advising that Operation Stack is 

place. It also shows, in a red box, which sections of the M20 are closed. The rest of 

the page contains background information on Operation Stack, how it works and a 

map of current closures. See Figure 11. 

 

 

Kent County Council website 

The homepage alerts readers that Operation Stack is in operation with a warning box 

on the top left of the home page. By clicking in this box users can get a detailed 

description of the current stage of Operation Stack along with diversion routes and 

links to other sources of information. See Figure 9 and 10.  An interactive map 

displaying disruption across the whole of Kent’s road network, including local roads, 

is very useful.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
4. Areas of poor practice 
 

 

No clear single source of official information  

Although Kent Police implements and manages Operation Stack in conjunction with 

other agencies, it is not clear that this is the single source of official information.  

 

Cross-channel Operators, Kent County Council and Kent Police all have information 

on their respective websites, but it appeared to us to be fragmented and to require 

users to navigate between different sites and, in some instances, multiple Twitter 

feeds. This is further compounded by generic links being provided to other websites 

rather than the actual relevant page or map.  

 

 

Lack of clear information on ferry operators’ and Euro Tunnel websites 

As the main transport operators for freight and tourist, the website of these 

companies provided little or no warning of Operation Stack being in progress. We 

have captured several screenshots to illustrate this point; Figure 2 (P&O website) 

lacks any warning banner to alert users arriving by car not to use the M20.  

 

Similarly no information is given on which alternative routes are best to use. Figure 3 

(DFDS Seaways website) has no warning banner of disruption to alert readers on 

the home page or travel update page. 

 

Figure 5 (Euro Tunnel home page) has no warning of Operation Stack and travel 

disruption. Only limited information is provided on the travel update page (Figure 6).  

 

 

Limited information on the status of local roads 

Kent County Council (KCC) Highways Twitter feed (Figure 25) was one of the only 

live sources we found on the status of local roads whilst Operation Stack was in 

progress.  

 

No further, detailed, information was available on the status of important local routes 

and access to facilities such a hospitals, stations and economic centres. There was 

also limited information for local roads which would be closed to freight traffic but 

open to all other types.  

 

 

Limited map-based presentations 

While many websites provided comprehensive written descriptions of Operation 

Stack (see Figure 13 from Port of Dover website) there were few websites that 

provided maps to facilitate and orientate drivers who are not familiar with the Kent 

road network.  



There were few interactive maps indicating closed motorway junctions or heavily 

congested local roads apart from this example that we found, via KCC website, 

shown below: 

 

 

 

 

Reliance on Twitter  

We found that most live updates were sent via Twitter rather than posted on 

websites, so restricting the audience. Updates were usually ‘retweets’ from other 

transport operators (see Figure 18, Port of Dover). There are also several different 

Twitter feeds for the same company (such as P&O) with separate feeds for travel 

updates and freight users.  

 

 

Information for drivers/freight operations caught in Operation Stack 

There was little or no online information available to drivers caught up in Operation 

Stack. Information such as the estimated queueing times, current status of ferries 

and the tunnel was not available on a single website.   

 

Local public transport information 

Local bus operators’ websites appeared to contain very little disruption information or 

warnings. Figure 27 shows local bus operators’ websites and Figure 28 is the 

Ashford International station website.  
 
 



5. Screenshots from websites and Twitter 
29 July 2015  
Figure 1:  P&O Ferries website Dover to Calais sailing updates. No information for passengers arriving by road to say that 

Operation Stack is in progress and to expect delays on the approach to the Port of Dover. 

 



Figure 2: P&O Ferries website ‘Getting to Dover’ page. There is no warning that Operation Stack is in progress or of any delays on 

the M20.  

 



Figure 3: DFDS Seaways website ‘Live Port and Sailing’ page. No specific disruption warning.  

 



Figure 4: Continuation of page in Figure 3. No specific warning on the home page but the live view of @DFDSUKupdates Twitter 

feed shows confirmation that Operation Stack is in place and offers alternative routes for motorists trying to access the Port of 

Dover.  



Figure 5: Euro Tunnel home page. No warnings of travel disruption or that Operation Stack is in progress.  

 



Figure 6: Eurotunnel ‘Latest Travel Information’ page confirms that Operation Stack is in progress and advises users to check 

traffic conditions prior to travel. Note link to Highways England website. 

 



 

Figure 7: Traffic England homepage. Note large red box saying that the M20 is closed and Operation Stack in progress.  

 



 

Figure 8: Traffic England website with latest news on Operation Stack including links to Kent Police website.  

 



Figure 9: Kent County Council website with a clear warning that Operation Stack is in progress and links to further information 

(Figure 10).  

 



 

Figure 10: Kent County Council site - detailed information on stage and impact of Operation Stack. 

 



Figure 11: Kent Police website. Good source of information, but note the time elapsed since the last update. People could doubt 

that it is up to date. 

 



Figure 12: Port of Dover home page. Note that Operation Stack information is classed as a press release.  

 

 



Figure 13: Port of Dover website - press release with details of disruption and contact details of operators.  

 

 



Figure 14: Port of Dover Twitter feed.  



 

Figure 15:  DFDS updates on Twitter; includes alternative route information for tourist traffic 

 



 

Figure 16: P&O Ferries Twitter feed. No information on Operation Stack but clear link to specific account set up for update info 

(@POferriesupdate).  



 

Figure 17: Euro Tunnel/Le Shuttle twitter feed – little specific information in regards to Operation Stack or links to alternative 

sources of information.  



6. Screen shots of Twitter feeds 
30 July 2015 
Figure 18: Port of Dover travel news retweets ferry operators’ Twitter feeds. There is limited information from Port of Dover.  



Figure 19: @DFDSUpdates feed on Operation Stack and alternative routes.  

 

 



Figure 20: P&O Ferries gives updates on Operation Stack and suggestions for alternative routes.  

 



 
Figure 21: Kent Police roads unit gives clear information on Operation Stack including specific advice for freight drivers.  

 



Figure 22: Highways England SEAST gives advance warning that Operation Stack is likely to remain in place over the weekend. 

 



Figure 23: Euro Tunnel gives very limited information on Operation Stack and closures on the M20. There are several messages 

about drivers having clear runs to the railhead.  

 



Figure 24: Kent County Council retweets notices from Kent Police on Operation Stack. 

 

 



Figure 25: Kent Council Highways gives clear warning that Operation Stack is in use, and the affected routes.  

 
 



Figure 26: P&O Ferries Freight provides updates on Operation Stack and clear warning that lorry drivers need an Operation Stack 

ticket to enter the port.  

 



7. Other information sources – Screenshots 
31 July 2015 
Figure 27: Stagecoach East Kent website shows no clear delay or disruption information.  



Figure 28: Ashford International Station website has no live information on disruption on surrounding rounds to station.  
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